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Abstract- This paper presents the Adaptive Spectrum
Opportunity Access (ASOA) scheme. The proposed scheme
greatly improves spectrum utilization and provides
improved QoS for the secondary users. The secondary data
delivery time is adapted in different spectrum opportunities
through ASOA scheme based on the estimated collision
rates in a sophisticated way. The performance evaluations in
terms of the channel utilization, channel collision, secondary
data delivery and handoff rates are assessed and compared
with the Maximum Idle Channel Remaining Lifetime
(MICRL) schemes. The simulation results confirm the
viability of the ASOA scheme in comparison with MICRL
schemes.
Keywords— Channel collision, Cognitive radio, Spectrum
decision, Spectrum handoff
I.

INTRODUCTION

Spectrum has become a scarce radio resource in
emerging wireless technologies due to increasing number
and varieties of intelligent wireless link applications. Mobile
networks are expected to be congested by more users and
applications. Expectations in the rising volume of data
transmitted over mobile networks which is estimated to be
doubled every year, needs more radio spectrum demand in
the forthcoming years [1]. In some cases, operators estimate
data consumption will increase ten times in the next five
years [2]. An estimation from ITU-R shows the extra
spectrum demand in 2020 will be 1280 – 1720MHz [3] to
supplement the current allocated radio spectrum in mobile
networks. Investigations from Spectrum Policy Task Force
(SPTF) also show that 85% of current allocated radio
frequency bands are either partially or completely unused at
different given times and geographical areas [4]. Also, an
investigation of spectrum measurements in different regions
of Europe denotes that spectrum utilization on 400MHz to
3GHz bands is less than 11% [5]. For these reasons, experts
are interested to explore new spectrum utilization techniques
and spectrum allocation concepts which will tackle critical
challenges in spectrum allocation policies, spectrum trading
techniques and spectrum management concepts as well as
on technological ground. With all the envisage challenges
in mind, spectrum sharing concept will be a great solution to
tackle radio spectrum scarcity in the near future and enable
wireless devices reach their full operational capacity. This
means license-exempt users (also referred to secondary
users or cognitive users) can use that open licensed
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Various spectrum-sharing models such as open sharing
hierarchical access and dynamic exclusive usage models are
studied in [6].
Two prominent spectrum-sharing schemes within cognitive
radio context, targeted between licensed users and licenseexempt users are: Overlay Spectrum Access, also known as
Opportunistic Spectrum Access (OSA) and Underlay
Spectrum Access. OSA mechanism was first presented by
Mitola under Cognitive Radio (CR) concept and later
developed by many researchers. This new technology has
the potential to dramatically increase radio spectrum
utilization by allowing secondary usage of unused licensed
spectrums in an interference-limiting manner.
Cognitive radio is a paradigm for next generation wireless
communications, which is seen as the solution to the current
low utilization of the radio spectrum. According to the CR’s
definitions [7], [8], CR has the capability of being cognitive,
reconfigurable and self-organized to fulfill the functions of
spectrum sensing, spectrum decision, spectrum sharing and
spectrum mobility under Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA)
mechanism. DSA capability allows cognitive device to
monitor available licensed channels and adapts its
transceiver parameters to the new radio state in a dynamic
manner. Spectrum decision is a major decisive process in
seeking appropriate spectrum hole in cognitive cycle.
Therefore, this process needs to be further developed and
can be implemented on MAC layer with correlation links to
the PHY layer. As explained earlier, cognitive radio
responses to observe and exploit interim spectrum
opportunities (spectrum holes or white spaces) in specific
period of time without causing interference to the licensed
receivers. Thus, a CR system will be able to coexist with
heterogeneous wireless networks.
This study presents an adaptive spectrum selection scheme
based on the average channel collision rate in specific
period of time, meaning that the secondary transmission
time would be adapted with respect to the channel
characteristics and radio environment parameters in
different spectrum holes. The spectrum decision framework
would be evaluated in a multi-licensed channels network
based on the central decision approach.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section
II, related work is illustrated. In section III, system topology
and network parameters are illuminated. Section IV
introduces the analytical model and different spectrum
decision schemes. Simulation results and performance
evaluations are represented in section V, finally the paper
concluded in section VI.

spectrum decision scheme will be compared with Maximum
Idle Channel Remaining Lifetime (MICRL) schemes. In
both mechanisms, spectrum handoff during secondary
delivery over licensed channels and successful data delivery
are considered as the main performance evaluation metrics.
The proposed mechanisms and analytical procedures will be
explained in the next sections.

II.

III.

RELATED WORK

We reviewed most relevant topics to the present paper that
have been studied by researchers. The modelling of
spectrum handoff and primary user’s behaviours can be
classified into the following five types: (1) the two-state
Markov chain [9], [10], [11]; (2) the arbitrary ON/OFF
random process [12] [13] [14]; (3) the Bernoulli random
process [15]; (4) the birth death process with multidimensional Markov chain [16]; and (5) the PRP M/G/1
queuing model [17] [18]. In [19], authors present an
opportunistic spectrum access scheme based on the channel
idle probability. A spectrum hole prediction model based on
the IEEE 802.11 standard is presented in [20]. The scenario
presents a multi-user networks, where distribution of
interval time between two consecutive packets are
considered as prominent channel selection condition. Also
[21], presented a dynamic channel selection scheme for
agile low power wireless packet switched networks over
unlicensed bands with application on short-range wireless
communication devices. Furthermore, [22] proposed a
Channel Selection Scheme based on Minimum Collision
Rate Algorithm (CSS-MCRA) and the channel selection
scheme based on Minimum Handoff Rate Algorithm (CSSMHRA) under the constraint that the collision probability is
bounded below collision tolerable level. In [23], spectrum
handoff mechanism based on transition probabilities of
licensed channels’ states are presented. In the
aforementioned works, licensed channels are modeled by
binary ON/OFF signal. Also the authors in [9]-[12] assumed
that the primary usage of the channels have the Markov
property. It was assumed that the secondary user can
estimate the distributions of the ON period and the OFF
period based on long-term observations. Basically in
cognitive radio networks, QoS of the SUs and PUs will be
affected by spectrum handoff and channel selection
techniques, which directly increase secondary delivery time
and power consumption.
According to the literature, both the PU arrival time and
channel selection strategy on the SU side significantly
influence secondary data delivery over licensed networks.
This paper focuses on OSA approach, where secondary
users’ desire access to unoccupied available spectrum bands
with respect to the instantaneous spectrum sensing
information. The scheme could be run at the SU side, which
responses to protect PU against harmful collision. Also,
based on the channel characteristics and predefined collision
rates, secondary transmission time will be adapted in
different channels. The performance of the proposed

SYSTEM MODEL AND CONCEPTS

We consider an open licensed spectrum network with static
wireless nodes communicating with each other using N
licensed channels  {𝒸𝒽! , 𝒸𝒽! , … 𝒸𝒽! }, whilst a cognitive
radio network is located within the licensed coverage area.
The primary users have high priority of using the licensed
channels. The secondary users are assumed to be static and
desire to utilize available licensed channels in an
opportunistic manner based on their cognitive
functionalities. The cognitive nodes are equipped with
spectrum sensor devices that monitor and report channel
states to the central node via dedicated channels. Also, the
sensors outcome can be defined as a sequence of binary
signal {0, 1}, which represents the vacancy and occupancy
of observed channels at time instance t. In the assumed
topology, the central node informs secondary users for
sensing available channels by sending Sensing Flag (SF)
signal in a proactive manner. In this paper, we assume that
the duration of idle and busy time is much greater than
sensing time. The network notations and some defined
parameters are explained in table 1.
Table 1: Network notations
ℕ(𝑡)
𝑋!
!
𝜇!""
!
𝜇!"

𝑓! (𝑥)
𝐸 .
𝑆𝐻! 𝑡
𝐹 𝑡

Set of vacant channels at time t
Spectrum hole on channel j
Parameter of Exponential distribution
for idle period on channel 𝑖
Parameter of Exponential distribution
for busy period on channel 𝑖
Probability density function of idle
channel
Average expected function
Selected spectrum hole on channel j at
time t
Survival function of idle channel

A. Licensed Channel Usage
Surveying, analysing, processing and predicting of interim
unused spectrum bands in both frequency and time domains
require highly computational mathematical techniques. We
assume utilisation of the licensed bands is modelled as a
Poisson process with arrival rate parameter  𝜇, therefore, the
number of events in time interval (𝑡, 𝑡 + 𝜏] can be given by
[24];

𝑃 𝑁 𝑡 + 𝜏 − 𝑁   𝑡

=𝑘 =

(!")! ! !!"
!!

              𝑘 = 0,1,2, …

(1)

Here 𝑁 𝑡 + 𝜏 − 𝑁  (𝑡) is the number of events in time
interval  (𝑡, 𝑡 + 𝜏]. A single duration of utilization of the
licensed band by a PU is denoted by 𝑇!" (ON state or Busy
time) and a single duration of the licensed band being idle is
denoted by𝑇!"" (OFF state). The duration between two
utilization periods (inter-arrival rate of the PU) are identical
independent distribution (i.i.d) random variables, with
exponential distribution. It is assumed that the arrival rates
and probability density functions that can be estimated by
the existing methods [25] are known to the SUs.
Consequently, the probability density function of OFF state
in the licensed band can be expressed as:
𝑓!" t, µμ! = µμ! e!!! !               𝑡 ≥ 0

Select appropriate channel using maximum transmission
time
Establish 𝒸𝒽!"   𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑇!" to the 𝑆𝑈!
End
The target-operating channel is selected through the
procedure above. The ASOA scheme and its flowchart are
exhibited in figure 2.

(2)

Where Z can be defined as OFF or ON states. Also, 𝝁
denotes OFF and ON arrival rates. For simplicity, in the
rest of the article OFF and ON states replace by X and Y
random variables respectively (see Fig.1).

Figure 2. a) Illustration and concept of ASOA scheme
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Figure 1: Primary user channel model; X and Y are identical
independent random variables.
B. Preliminary of Adaptive Spectrum Opportunity Access
This section illustrates the adaptive spectrum decision
scheme. The main aim of the scheme is to seek and allocate
appropriate unoccupied spectrum bands with respect to the
channel collision and channel handoff rate constraints. The
proposed decision procedure runs into two steps (sensing
and decision steps) respectively.
Step1. Sensing (at SU)
𝑆𝐹 ← 1
𝑆𝑈!   𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠  𝒸𝒽! , 𝒸𝒽! , … , 𝒸𝒽!
Reports
!
!
𝑆ℳ
= 𝑆!! , 𝑆!! , … , 𝑆!!     𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒  𝑆!,…,!
∈ 0,1   𝑎𝑛𝑑  ℳ =
1, … , 𝑁
End
Step2. Decision (at the CN)
Evaluate transmission times
If
!
𝑆!"
= 1,
𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑠ℎ  𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡  𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙  𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛  𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒  𝑡𝑜  𝑆𝑈!
Else
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Figure 2. b) The flowcharts of establishing operating
channel and transmission time to a typical SU.
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IV.

ANALYTICAL MODEL

A. Channel Utilization and Collision Rate
As discussed earlier, the ON and OFF channel states are
modeled by i.i.d exponentially random variables. Generally,
according to the nature of the licensed channel model and
characteristics of the random variables, the average
secondary use of the established channel can be written as
[26];
𝔼 = T!

!
𝑓 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥
!! !

+

!!
𝑥𝑓! (𝑥)𝑑𝑥
!

(3)

Where the average channel utilization through specific
period of time T can be defined as,
𝑈! % =

𝔼.

!!! !
!!! !

!!

!

≈

𝓂𝔼
𝓃!!

(4)

×100%

Here Ω! 𝑡! ∈    {0,1} can be defined as channel selection
outcomes, where 1 represents channel i is selected as
operating channel. We assume all channels are sensed
frequently, therefore, 𝓂, 𝓃  and 𝑇! represent number of
channel selection, number of sensing and interval sensing
time in channel i, in the period of time T respectively.
AlsoT! , denotes secondary activity time in an interim
spectrum hole obtained from radio characteristics. The first
item in the right hand side of equation (3) represents
probability of successful transmission and the second item
introduces the mean value of either unsuccessful secondary
data transmission or collision. Based on that, the Collision
Rate (𝒞ℛ) of the secondary user k in channel i can be
defined as;
𝒞ℛ !! =

!!!
!!! (!)!"
!
𝔼! ! !𝔼! (!)

(5)

Clearly, the secondary transmission time in channel i can be
obtained by.
𝑇!! ≤ 𝛿 ! 𝔼! 𝑋 + 𝔼! 𝑌

. 𝔼! 𝑋

!
𝑇!! ∈ 𝑇!  !"#
, 𝛿 ! 𝔼! 𝑋 + 𝔼! 𝑌

!/!

. 𝔼! 𝑋

(6)
!
!

(7)

Proof. See Apendix1
!
Where 𝛿 ! , 𝑇!! , 𝑇!  !"#
are collision rate constraint, secondary
transmission’s time, and minimum required secondary
delivery time in channel 𝑖.
Channel collision represents the amount of secondary and
primary transmission overlapping time in the same channel.
In fact, the metric clearly reveals efficiency of the proposed
spectrum handoff techniques.
From (3), average channel collision in channel i in specific
period of time T can be defined by,

𝐴𝐶𝐶!! % = lim !→!

!!
!!! !"#$%&$'  !"##$%$"&  !"  [!,!]

!

×100%

(8)

Where 𝑙  ! represents the number of collision during T second
in channel 𝑖. Generally, average channel collision with
regards to (8) can be given by,
!

!

𝔼𝒞 ! = 𝔼! X − (𝑇!! + 𝔼! X )𝑒 !!!"" !!
𝑇𝐴𝐶𝐶!! % = lim !→!

𝔼𝒞 ! .

!!
!!! ℂϜ! (!! )

!

(9)
(10)

×100%

Where 𝑙 ! , ℂϜ! (𝑡! ) represent the number of channel collision
during T and collision flag in channel i at sensing time 𝑡! .
Due to the frequent sensing mechanism TACC will reach its
!.𝔼𝒞
𝔼𝒞
peak value when
≈ in channel i.
𝓃!!

!!

B. Success Data Transmission Time
This section provides further information in secondary data
delivery estimation during specific period of time T. Thus,
based on the sensing outcomes and channel characteristics,
the effective secondary transmission time for secondary user
k, over N licensed channels can be yielded from (3) as,
𝑆𝐷𝑇𝑇! =

!
!!!

!"
!"
!
!
!!! 𝑇! exp  (−𝜇!"" 𝑇! )

(𝑇!! + 𝔼! X )𝑒

−

!
!!!

!(!)
!!!

𝔼! X −

!
!!!""
!!!

(11)

Where M denotes number of secondary access during T
second in channel i. Generally, total secondary transmission
is
expected
to
reach
its
peak
when
(𝒩!" − 𝒩! )𝑇! exp  (−𝜇!"" 𝑇! ), when secondary transmission
time slot is assumed to be fixed. Assuming that channel data
rates is ℛ bit/s, therefore, secondary data delivery can be
estimated by ℛ. 𝒩!" − 𝒩! 𝑇! exp −𝜇!"" 𝑇!       𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠. In the
equations above, 𝒩!" , 𝒩!   represent number of secondary
transmission and collision in T second respectively.
C. Channel Lifetime Expectation
This subsection provides a brief explanation on the
estimation of remaining idle channel lifetime based on the
alternative renewal theory [27]. We assume the licensed
channel model follows a two state repairable system with
i.i.d random variable states (X and Y as in figure 1). In this
system, the functioning period and the system down time for
the repair period are random variables. Hence the sequence
of random variables {𝑌! + 𝑋! |𝑖 = 1,2, … } are mutually
independent and identically distributed. Thus the remaining
idle channel lifetime at sensing time instance t in channel i
can be obtained as [24],
𝐸(𝑍 ! (𝑡)) =

!
!
!!"
!!!""
! !!
!!"
!""

!
!
− 𝑡. 𝑒𝑥𝑝[− 𝜇!"
+ 𝜇!""
𝑡]

(12)

Where Z and t represent idle channel lifetime and sensing
time instance.

SPECTRUM DECISION SCHEMES

perfect. The assumptions are taken into equations (13) and
(14) for ASOA and MICRL schemes. The results are
exhibited in the following figures.

A. Adaptive Spectrum Opportunity Access scheme
The main goal of this technique is to explore and select
appropriate idle channels based on the secondary data
delivery time. In principle, the suitable white space would
be selected through ASA decision process. Hence, the
channel access scheme can be expressed as;
!"!!"#! (!)!!"#$!%!"ℕ
!".                            

!
! &  !!!!! (!! )              

𝔼! ! ! !!! !𝔼! ! !"#   !𝔼! ! !!!
𝔼! ! !𝔼! (!)

!!

(13)

Where SU selects appropriate channel and continues its
transmission as long as operating channel is being vacant.
However, spectrum handoff occurs whenever a PU appears
in the frequency band. At this point secondary data delivery
will be continued in new operating channel under specific
secondary transmission time. Obviously, this technique will
degrade channel collision and handoff rates as well as
energy consumption, which are indicated in next section.
B. Maximum Idle Channel
(MICRL) scheme

Remaining

Lifetime

MICRL scheme has been studied in previous researches and
considered as an appropriate spectrum hole selection
scheme in dynamic systems. The main goal of this scheme
is to enhance secondary data delivery and decrease spectrum
handoff as much as possible by selecting reliable spectrum
hole. This scheme estimates the remaining lifetime of the
unoccupied
licensed
channels
using
channels’
characteristics, and so the channel with maximum remaining
lifetime is allocated to the SU for data delivery. This
spectrum decision strategy can be expressed as;
𝑆𝐻!!"#$% 𝑡 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑖 𝐸(𝑍 ! 𝑡 )}  𝑖𝜖ℕ(𝑡)

VI.

(14)

NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, some numerical results are presented to
demonstrate the performance of the proposed ASOA
scheme using specific network parameters. The simulation
results are representative of the considered network. The
main goal in the simulation is to obtain channel utilization,
channel collision rate, spectrum handoff rate and secondary
data delivery in the licensed channels for the interim
spectrum holes. Hence, the proposed ASOA scheme
performance is compared with MICRL scheme. The
licensed network includes six-licensed channels, having
different channel characteristics 1/𝜇!"" and1/𝜇!" , and
initializing to {3, 1, 5, 8, 4, 5} and {2, 2, 2, 1, 3, 4} second
respectively. Also, all available channels are to be sensed in
a reactive manner. The evaluations are achieved in specific
time slot of 2000s. Hence, we assume switching latency
among channels is neglected and spectrum handoff is

Figure 3 shows average secondary utilization of the 6
licensed channels for ASOA and MICRL schemes. The
results show that MICRL scheme mainly targets licensed
channel 4, while ASOA targets channels 3, 4, 5, and 6 for
data transmission. It is evident that channel 4 uses majority
of the interim spectrum holes for secondary transmission
using the MICRL scheme. The utilization peaks at 0.33 in
channel 4 for the MICRL scheme, while channel utilization
for ASOA varies between 0.05 to 0.19 in channels 3, 4, 5,
and 6. The adaptive property of ASOA has enabled it to
have better secondary users’ utilization of the spectrum
holes in all channels when compared to MICRL, whose
secondary utilization is mainly in channels, which has a
considerably longer spectrum hole duration.
Average Channel Utilization

0.35!

Channel Utilization!
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Figure 3. Average channel utilization by secondary user
High collision level undermines QoS of the licensed and
license-exempt users in spectrum sharing area. Therefore
collision level is considered to evaluate the proposed ASOA
scheme. Figure 4 shows the average channel collision for
ASOA and MICRL scheme in the 6 licensed channel. It can
be seen for channel 4 that MICRL has a higher collision rate
of 0.01 while ASOA has a reduced collision rate of 0.004.
With regards to the channels on and off characteristics and
the secondary channel utilization shown in figure 3, the
higher collision levels observed in channels 1, 3, 5 and 6 for
the ASOA schemes can be attributed to the fact that the
ASOA schemes has a higher secondary channel utilization
in these channels when compared to MICRL with reduced
utilization. The absence of collision for the ASOA scheme
in channel 2 also shows the superior collision avoidance
ability of ASOA schemes when compared to MICRL. It is
evident that ASOA scheme adapts its secondary utilization
transmission time in order to degrade harmful disruption to
the licensed transmissions and this will be useful in keeping
channel collision levels below predefined values.

Average Channel Collision
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Figure 4. Average channel collision in 6 licensed channels
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The frequency handoff is evaluated for the proposed
schemes and the results are shown in figure 6. The spectrum
handoff is shown to improve for the ASOA scheme when
compared with the MICRL scheme. The simulation
outcomes demonstrates that handoff rates peaks at 14.8%
and 19.6% for ASOA and MICRL schemes respectively.
The reduced frequency handoff rate shown in ASOA
coupled with it higher successful secondary data delivery
will help improve the QoS. The evaluation of channel
collision control is shown in figure 7 and 8 over 6 channels.
Figure 7 shows the channel collision control for channels
1,2,3 while figure 8 shows the channel collision control for
channels 4,5,6. Despite the fact that collision level tend to
increase with the increase in secondary utilization, the
graphs confirm that ASOA scheme adapts its transmission
time to keep channel collision rate below 0.01 (constriant
level) in all licensed channels.
0.02!

Channel 1
Channel 2

45!

Colision Rate!

Secondary data delivery (MB)!

Figure 5 presents the result of the successful secondary data
delivery performanc metric for ASOA and MICRL in the
assumed network. We evaluate the successful secondary
data delivery as a prominent performance metric in the
assumed network as this greatly affects the QoS for the
secondary users. The figure shows the secondary data
delivery for the 6 licensed channels during a simulation
period of 10000s. The capacity of licensed channels is
assumed to be 2Mb/s. The results show that ASOA scheme
has a higher level of successful secondary data delivery
throughout the duration of the simulation. ASOA scheme
has an average of 43 MB while MICRL scheme has an
average of 38 MB. This clearly shows that ASOA scheme
performs secondary transmission with regards to the
collision constriant necessary to fullfil the QoS requirement.

Figure 6. Successful data delivery over 6 licensed channels
in 10000s.
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Figure 5. Successful data delivery over 6 licensed channels
in 10000s.

Figure 7. Average channel collision control in licensed
channels 1, 2, 3 during 10000s for ASOA scheme

APPENDIX

0.025!

Collision Rate !

Channel4
Channel 5

0.02!

Channel 6

From (3), average expected channel collision in channel i
can be given as,
𝔼𝒞 ! =

0.015!

0.01!

!!!
𝑥𝑓! (𝑥)𝑑𝑥
!

!

!

= 𝔼! X − (𝑇!! + 𝔼! X )𝑒 !!!"" !!

(15)

And the collision rate in renewal period is obtained by,

0.005!

𝔼𝒞 !
𝔼! ! !𝔼! !
0!
500!

2400!

4300!

6200!

8100!

≤ 𝛿!

(16)

10000!

Simulation time (s)!

Figure 8. Channel collision control in licensed channels 4, 5,
6 during 10000s for ASOA scheme

Where 𝛿 ! represents channel collision constraint in channel
i. Also the expression above can be rewritten as,
!

!

𝔼! X − (𝑇!! + 𝔼! X )𝑒 !!!"" !! ≤ 𝛿 ! (𝔼! X + 𝔼! Y ) (17)

VII.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we have considered a cognitive radio network
located within a primary network with multi-licensed
channels. On the basis of this model, we proposed a
spectrum decision mechanism called Adaptive Spectrum
Opportunity Access (ASOA) mechanism in order to
improve secondary usage of unoccupied frequency bands
and reducing frequency handoff rate. The numerical
performance results of our proposed scheme are evaluated
against Minimum Channel Rate Access (MICRL) scheme.
The results have confirmed that Adaptive Spectrum
Opportunity Access (ASOA) scheme could be a more viable
approach in terms of channel collision, spectrum handoff
rate and successful secondary data delivery when compared
with MICRL scheme. The results also showed that for
ASOA scheme, channel collision peaked at 0.01 due to the
channel collision rate constraint. The channel handoff rates
for the schemes under investigation peaked at 14.8% and
19.6% for the ASOA and MICRL schemes respectively in
the licensed channels during a time period of 10000s.
Hence, successful secondary data delivery averages at
43MB and 38MB through ASOA and MICRL schemes
respectively.
Consequently, ASOA scheme can be viable spectrum
decision mechanism in comparison with MICRL scheme. In
realistic systems, there exist many cases which requires
investigation, such as different primary channel access
models and various idle channel states distributions which
might be considered during the decision making process.
Also cooperative decision scenario using different channel
modeling needs to be investigated.

By solving (17), 𝑇!! is computed as,

𝑇!! ≤ 𝛿 ! 𝔼! 𝑋 + 𝔼! 𝑌

VIII.

. 𝔼! 𝑋

!/!

(18)
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